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Cruiser Squadron flagship SMS Scharnhorst

As Jürgen Tampke first noted in Ruthless Warfare, based on German archives
(and which my research expanded) there is no doubt how seriously German war
planning involved Australia. Those who assert our involvement in World War I was
merely to serve our ‘colonial masters’ are wrong and ignore the factual evidence.
Australia had substantive national security interests at stake. ‘The war was of direct
relevance to the Australians and those who argue that 1914-18 held no threat to the
continent are ill-informed…who believe that the repercussions of a German victory
would have been confined to Europe are under an illusion.’1 In other words, our
60,000 dead did not die without purpose. In their tragic fate, they bequeathed to us
an enduring liberal-democratic heritage.
Immanuel Geiss spoke of the German nation ‘in hot pursuit of their elusive and
self-destructive...”equality”...’2 While Britain, France, and Russia could conduct a
world policy without threatening the European balance, Germany’s unrestrained and
erratic pursuit of Weltpolitik led to the alienation of others, to isolation, and to the
weakening of the very balance upon which it in fact depended for its own security.
Its leaders sought that Gleichberechtigung (equal treatment) which it was believed
never would be conceded willingly by a jealous Britain, and proceeded to create the
power-political instrument in the form of a great navy by which to achieve it. German
expansion led to inevitable conflict of interest with Britain. This was accepted, even
welcomed in some quarters. The progressive expansion of German influence in
central Europe, Africa, and Asia can be seen as part of a ‘world-political plan in
stages’: the winning of a controlling position in Europe, then the construction of
naval and world influence with a great colonial empire to match and eventually
surpass that of Britain. 3 With his battleship construction program Tirpitz saw a
unique opportunity to force Britain to limit its strategic flexibility already under
pressure by Dominion demands for protection from commerce attacks. Eventually
this would force it to come to an agreement on terms which would guarantee
Germany’s world-power position.
The detailed plans for the East Asian Squadron and its support infrastructure in
the Asian-Pacific region, and to a lesser degree for other regions, show that the
cruiser was still a vessel which, even if it did not have a part in Naval Secretary
Alfred von Tirpitz’ Entscheidungsschlacht (‘deciding battle’) with Britain in European
waters, nevertheless commerce warfare could make an appreciable contribution to
the Navy’s overall success by pressuring the British Empire at its extremities, and
impacting its imports. A. J. Marder wrote that deprived of her trade, ‘Britain could
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not possibly have maintained her industries, fed her rapidly growing population, or
equipped her armies’.4 While the construction of battleships went on apace on both
sides of the North Sea, the value and danger of commerce warfare conducted by
raiding cruisers was acknowledged. The proportionally small losses the Germans
actually inflicted were due to outside factors rather than to strategic miscalculations.
Tirpitz wrote in 1915 after the extremes of Coronel and the Falklands that
For us, the current prelude to our final conflict with England, the winning
of prestige at sea is of considerable importance...We have at least to
prove that we are capable of actually challenging the English world
power position and manu militari. Out on the ocean Graf Spee has put
this idea into action on two occasions...5
Attacks on trade routes
The Emden, Karlsruhe, Möwe, Wolf and Seeadler achieved enough success to
indicate what might have occurred on a larger scale. It is somewhat ironic that
despite the Allied energy devoted to the protection of merchant shipping, this was
the one task which was incompetently executed. Emden under the redoubtable
Müller struck where the maximum political and commercial effects would be
achieved. He also had a considerable degree of luck. The contemporary naval writer
Archibald Hurd rightly commented that ‘reviewing the depredations...in the light of
the subsequent attack on ocean-borne commerce...and the heavy losses inflicted,
the widespread irritation which she occasioned is notable’. 6 With the Admiralty
having little information as to Emden’s location from the time it departed Tsingtao
until it appeared in the Bay of Bengal, and of the Squadron main body until it
reached Tahiti, Spee used the ‘fleet in being’ concept7 to considerable effect.
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The attacks of Emden on
merchant shipping and its movements in the Indian Ocean delayed departure of Australian troop
transports.

Success of the Wolf

The raider Wolf was formerly the Hansa Line’s Wachtenfels, armed with seven 15cm guns, three smaller guns for arming auxiliaries, four torpedo tubes, 465 mines,
and a seaplane. Her commander, Korvettenkapitän Karl-August Nerger, had by far
the longest cruise, close to fifteen months, of any raider during the war, and Wolf did
not return to German waters until the latter part of February 1918. The Admiralty
Staff ordered Nerger to mine the approaches to major ports in South Africa and
India and to continue the war against commerce thereafter. His major objective was
then to be the grain trade between Australia and Europe.
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Nerger then proceeded to lay mines off the northwest corner of New
Zealand and then near the Cook Strait and in the Bass Strait. The Wolf’s final
minefield was laid off the Anamba Islands near Singapore. The British Admiralty,
having had no news of Wolf’s whereabouts for some time, had cancelled the Indian
Ocean troop escorts on 2 June, and when the raider reentered the Indian Ocean in
September, shipping was unprotected. The Wolf also captured or sank another 7
steamers (5 British) and 7 sailing ships (one British), representing 38,391 tons for a
combined total of 114,279 tons.
While this was significantly less than what the U-boat campaign sank, it
nevertheless caused considerable disruption and tied up British, French and
Japanese warships in the hunt. In February, March, and April of 1917 there were
approximately 31 cruisers (including 10 Japanese and 3 French), 14 destroyers
(British, Australian, and Japanese) searching for the raider. By the end of March,
there was even the old battleship Exmouth working the transport route between
Colombo and Bombay, and in April the light cruisers Gloucester and Brisbane were
detached from the Adriatic. The Japanese became the predominant partner in the
Indian Ocean, with a Japanese vice-admiral at Singapore with four cruisers and four
destroyers, and another Japanese rear-admiral with two cruisers protecting
commerce on the east coast of Australia. Two Japanese cruisers patrolled in the
region of Mauritius and then escorted traffic between Mauritius and the Cape, and
another detached squadron of two Japanese cruisers escorted traffic between
Australia and Colombo.8
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Core Allied weaknesses
The Squadron’s activity also highlighted weaknesses in British planning. Churchill
later admitted that it was ‘a fair criticism that we ought to have had more fast
cruisers in foreign waters, and in particular that we ought to have matched every
one of the German cruisers with a faster ship’9 which is precisely what Australia had
been pressuring for since Federation. Had it not been for the disarray into which
Spee’s plans were thrown by the entry of Japan into the War and the quick
occupation of the German colonies, the whole Squadron would have attacked
merchant trade on a full scale according to its operational plans in East Asian,
Pacific, and Indian Ocean waters, as well as in Australian and New Zealand coastal
waters along with bombardment of port infrastructure (such as Emden achieved),
causing considerable losses.
Despite years of planning, the Cruiser Squadron’s support infrastructure had
inherent weaknesses. At the outbreak of war, the High Seas Fleet was based on its
home ports and could rely on the material assistance they provided, and was in
close communication with the Naval High Command. In contrast, the cruisers on
overseas Stations were thrown back entirely on their own resources after the
occupation of the colonies and the loss of supply steamers caught by surprise in
foreign ports, and the disruption of communication with Berlin. Now almost
completely lacking supply bases, the cruisers remained dependent on a system
about whose weaknesses successive Squadron Chiefs had warned over many
years. These warnings were ignored or overridden by planners in Berlin more
concerned with European considerations and budget constraints under the demands
of the battleship construction program. The successful implementation of commerce
warfare could not be guaranteed because of the lack of bases, and the hub of
Tsingtao lost all value the moment Japan entered the War.

German bases policy foundered on the twin rocks of European
concerns and defective foreign policy, as Admiral Erich Raeder later acknowledged:
The value our overseas bases could have for our forces in wartime
was considerably dependent on political considerations. Tsingtao
could have been of immeasurable use...if policy had created the
conditions.10
The greatest fault must be borne by the naval administration with its internal
divisions between Admiralty Staff and Navy Office. Cruisers were essential, but
resources were allocated disproportionately to battleship construction. The repeated
requests of successive Squadron Chiefs and Station Senior Officers for more and
newer warships went unheeded. Spee even pushed for at least one submarine and
aircraft at Tsingtao. When war came, policy was tightly locked into a set path
dominated by Army and Continental considerations.
In addition an appropriate foreign policy had been totally lacking, particularly
towards Japan, and by 1914 it was impossible for the German Navy to retain
overseas bases for any period in wartime as a result of defective political
preparations over which it had no influence. The failure to obtain sufficient coal
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proved to be the real Achilles’ heel of the Cruiser Squadron. The British network of
consuls and agents kept close watch in every port on every ton of coal and every
dubious steamer. Coal purchases and movements left easily followed trails despite
the German Navy’s use of cover firms. The early knockout of communications was
another crucial factor. The five radio stations (Yap, Nauru, Rabaul, Angaur, and Apia)
all were destroyed or occupied within two months of the outbreak of war. From the
moment the lynchpin of the high-power transmitter on Yap was silenced, the whole
communication system suffered a blow, the effects of which became progressively
more detrimental to the Squadron’s operations, leaving it dependent on shipborne
radio and haphazard guesses at what was occurring around it.
As Tirpitz’ lifelong critic Wolfgang Wegener indicated, Germany set out to directly
challenge British naval supremacy, something which it could not possibly hope to
bring to fruition with the means at hand. The basic failure was the High Command’s
failure to grasp the fundamental difference between war on land and at sea, and the
tendency to view the Navy’s position in terms of familiar concepts of land warfare.11
When the High Seas Fleet found itself confined to port after the Royal Navy did not
come to meet it in battle or institute a close blockade as Tirpitz expected, all that
was left was the possibility of successful actions by cruisers in overseas waters.
That German naval planning was divided in its purpose, concentrating on battleship
construction but still acknowledging the rôle of cruisers without properly providing
what was requisite for their successful operation, can be seen as the fundamental
cause of the Squadron’s fate. 12 If cruisers were in a position to attack merchant
vessels and engage warships on overseas Stations, the High Seas Fleet had to
prevent the despatch of enemy ships from European waters. The withholding of the
Fleet in the first months meant an early end to the cruisers. The Kaiser’s
unwillingness to risk his pride and joy against the Royal Navy had momentous
consequences for the Cruiser Squadron.
The Australasian perspective
There was unanimity of opinion that the greatest danger came from cruiser attacks
on merchant shipping which would result in disastrous consequences for both the
British and Australasian economies. In the decades before 1914 politicians and the
press in Australia and New Zealand had become increasingly aware of and
concerned about developments outside their countries and how these might affect
security.
Much has been written about the assertiveness and independent strivings of
colonial and Dominion nationalism, and validly so, but the evidence clearly indicates
this was subordinated to a wider Empire commitment. In 1890 Sir Charles Dilke
wrote that Britain ‘must hold Cape Town, and…Australians would not allow it to pass
into the hands of Germany...which might become unfriendly to themselves’. The
editor of the (Australian) Review of Reviews commented that South Africa was the
halfway house to Australia. Even Sir Henry Parkes, decided opponent of sending
troops to the Sudan, recognised the South African War as ‘a struggle of truly
Imperial magnitude’.13 This was not simply unthinking imperialism, but a recognition
of the realities of world developments and how they could affect Australia. The
inhabitants of the Dominions believed that their fate lay with that of a unified British
Empire, and geopolitical considerations, an acute sense of isolation, and a
vulnerable shoreline with weak naval defences reinforced this argument. In the
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words of Neville Meaney, it was not a case of wisdom, but of ‘implacable
geopolitics’.14
Within Imperial policy Australasian interests had to be preeminent because it was
feared German pressure in the North Sea might, as the Sydney Morning Herald
wrote in 1911:
cause a possible alteration in the map on this side of the world...all the island
territory from Timor to Bougainville...is already…an actual sphere of German
influence.15
This view never changed. It was after all one of mere common sense, given
Australian isolation. German foreign policy, naval expansion, and the presence in
the Pacific had long been seen as a threat to peace and security. Joseph Cook in a
prophetic review of Australia’s strategic position in 1911 referred to the implications
for the nation from the deterioration of Anglo-German relations: not only would
Australia become involved in a European war, but the ‘menace in the East’ -and not
just Japan alone- would move to the forefront.16 Pacific defence was an integral part
of Imperial defence, and in these years a particularly close relationship existed
between Australasian nationalism and British Imperial policy, focused on Germany’s
growing power and aggressive demeanour, and the rise of Japan.17
One of the less erudite misconceptions about Australian history at this time is that
there must be some inherent contradiction between nationalism and Imperial
interests. Contemporaries aware of the real world situation saw no such
contradiction. As Admiral Sir George King-Hall stated on Empire Day in 1911,
international politics in both West and East had undergone a great change, and
while to a large extent Australia previously was outside the sphere of their influence,
now and in the future the nation could not but be affected by what occurred
elsewhere, and by the influence which international political shifts must have on the
Empire. He also spoke of Australian nationalism, and made the point that this did
not mean the loosening of Empire bonds. Indeed, these were essential for
Australian defence: ‘We must have a large horizon...if the command of the sea is
lost to the Empire, Australia would be prey to the strongest maritime power...’ 18 The
strong national spirit which had arisen was no less Imperialistic because it was
Australian. Politicians and defence personnel of this period were eminently practical
men. King-Hall’s statements provide a good insight into the contemporary
understanding of the relationship between an increasingly independent Dominion
which still accepted its dependence on Britain for its security, given the existing
constellation of Powers about which it could do little. There was seen to be nothing
subservient or inconsistent in the relationship of growing independence in selfgovernment and maintaining close political links and defence cooperation with
Britain. Thus it could not have been seriously questioned that when war came, the
Dominions would assist Britain in Europe. Australia’s future was seen to rest on the
outcome there, which would decide naval supremacy and thus the fate of the
Dominions. It was believed that a British defeat in Europe and the subsequent loss
of the Royal Navy’s protective umbrella would expose the Dominions to German
demands.
Britain’s unrivalled control of the oceans guaranteed the safety of trade routes.
Had these been cut or even threatened, British industry and society would have
been thrown into chaos. The economies of Australia and New Zealand would not
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escape severe flowon affects, as contemporary assessments graphically
acknowledged. In addition, it would have been made difficult if not impossible to
send troops to the European front. The sinking of troop transports not only would
have created an atmosphere of panic, but also would have destroyed the already
tenuous Australasian faith in the Admiralty’s competency and made cooperation
difficult for the remainder of the War. Prime Minister Andrew Fisher ‘conjured up a
picture of thirty thousand young untried men afloat, of enemy cruisers dashing in to
sink them’.19
The Dominions did have an important part to play. Sir John Colomb stated that
thanks to Australasia, Britain was foremost in the ‘great international struggle for
political and commercial advantage in this part of the world, and failure to provide
adequate maintenance for that position if it were threatened by force would affect
the British position as a whole’. 20 With the Royal Navy’s protection effectively
eliminated, Australia, isolated geographically and psychologically, would have
suffered economically and sooner or later have been subject to German political and
economic demands.
While Britain’s dependence on imports made it vulnerable to commerce warfare,
it had the advantage of volume of merchant shipping. Once the immediate threat
was eliminated, it was able to use neutral sources of supply to an extent that was
impossible for Germany. Yet although commerce warfare had a limited function, it
was a very specific one which targeted high value commodities. Preparations over
many years would not have been undertaken if it were not believed that
considerable damage could be inflicted on the import of raw materials and foodstuffs
upon which Britain depended. It must be remembered that not only was commerce
warfare planned for the Asian-Pacific region, but also for the Atlantic and South
America (particularly against Argentinian food imports to Britain).21 What must be
kept in mind is what was intended to be achieved, and what indeed might well have
succeeded but for the intervention of external factors affecting German operations,
such as the loss of coal supply, disruption of extended communications, occupation
of colonial bases, and the entry of Japan into the War. As Paul Kennedy indeed
acknowledged, ‘The only tangible threat emerged in the form of Spee’s East Asian
Squadron...’22
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An assumed victory: German post-War planning and the Asia-Pacific
Another significant but neglected factor is ongoing German interest in the region,
indicated by future planning based on the assumption of a German victory, or of
limited losses in the War and a negotiated peace. Broadly this had two aims. The
most obvious was to preserve the nation’s independence and status as a world
power in the face of what was believed to be a deliberate policy of containment by
Britain. The second is one of which sight is often lost in the preoccupation with
wartime events. This was to gain a position which would enable a peace settlement
on terms which would provide Germany with a solid basis for continued worldpolitical expansion.

Henning von Holtzendorff

In November 1916, Chancellor Theodor von Bethmann Hollweg requested
Admiralty Chief of Staff Henning von Holtzendorff to indicate strategic points the
Navy required. Holtzendorff specified that in the Indian Ocean, ‘The objects of
attack...are the traffic along the African coast as well as on the routes via India to
East Asia and Australia’. While he acknowledged Australia’s precedence of interest
in Papua, ‘New Guinea and the Bismarck Archipelago are the necessary strategic
footholds for the conduct of our naval war against Australian maritime traffic’. If the
return of New Guinea could not be achieved, then Portuguese Timor had to be
obtained. 23 German desires were quite specific: other views were that New
Caledonia should be obtained for its nickel deposits, the British Solomons as a
labour source, and the phosphate islands also would be useful. 24 Similar claims
were advocated in a memorandum by the former minister in Peking, Hans von
Kemnitz. He particularly pushed the idea of obtaining a base in Borneo which would
ensure Germany’s control of the strategic waters of the Netherlands Indies, and
required the return of Yap in the Palau Islands which would be essential –as before
the War- as a communications station. The Japanese would retain the Mariana,
Caroline and remaining Palau Islands against payment to Germany, which would be
well situated in Borneo to observe and influence the relations between Japan and
Australia.25
A German victory in Europe had far-reaching implications for the Asian-Pacific
region, and is directly related to the reasons for Australian and New Zealand
participation in the War. Sir Cecil Spring Rice in the Foreign Office observed in 1917
that ‘If Germany obtains control of Russia...the ports of Asia would become German
submarine bases’.26 Germany then would be firmly and permanently established on
the Pacific rim. The losses caused by submarine commerce warfare in the Atlantic
indicate the level of threat to Anglo-Australasian shipping in the western hemisphere
had Germany regained or expanded its footholds in Asia.
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The archival documentation proves clearly enough that even before Australian
Federation, Germany was preparing to implement commerce warfare against AngloAustralasian trade and shipping, which if successful would have had a significant
detrimental effect on the economies and war efforts of Britain and the Dominions.
While the entry of Japan into the War forced Spee to take the Cruiser Squadron out
of the Pacific, the initial and potential threat was concrete. Indeed, the dispatch of
the first Australian troop convoy to Europe was delayed for several months because
the whereabouts of the Squadron was unknown. The successful attacks on shipping
by Emden, Möwe, and Wolf, and that as late as 1917 Seeadler laid mines in the
Tasman Sea, show what might have happened to Australasian shipping and exports
on a larger scale had events favoured Germany.

The first Australian Imperial Force
(AIF) troopships left Australia on the 7 November, 1914 for Egypt to undergo training. Australian and
New Zealand forces joined to form the Australian & New Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC). The 1st
Division reached Egypt in December 1914, to be joined by a further brigade of infantry and two more
of the Light Horse early the following year.

Prinz Waldermar and Prinz Sigismund were typical of the postal steamers to convert to armed
auxiliary cruisers assisting the Cruiser Squadron to attack shipping in Australasian waters. Prinz
Sigismund was interned in Brisbane on the night of 3 August 1914. The Naval Intelligence service
code books were found on board.

The importance of the East Asian Cruiser Squadron was to help bring to fruition an
overall concept of Weltpolitik. This embodied Germany’s non-negotiable political and
economic expansion into the world, something which made conflict with Britain and
its Pacific Dominions inevitable. As prominent Australian historian John Moses has
observed, ‘The fulfilment of German war aims in Europe would have changed the
world balance of power in Germany’s favour and left the outposts of the British
Empire…very much at German disposal…27 Had Germany won the War or even
come to an negotiated peace, its expansion would have had severe implications for
the security of Australia and New Zealand, particularly in view of German attempts
from 1916 to woo Japan out of its alliance with Britain. Australia was situated in a
27
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region of strategic importance for Germany’s world-political plans and was a
potential obstacle whose attempts to extend its influence into the Asian-Pacific
region had to be neutralised.
What needs to be kept in mind is what was intended to be achieved, regardless of
the loss of German colonial bases which prevented full implementation of long-term
war plans. There were real prospects for the German Navy successfully to interdict
trade routes from and within Asia and the Pacific. 28 Admiral Thomas Jerram,
commanding the China Squadron, commented that ‘the possibility of Germans being
on trade routes is of first importance’.29 In the first months of the War, the climate of
uncertainty, even fear, which was created, the slowing of exports to Britain, the tyingup of naval forces in search and pursuit of German cruisers and armed merchant
auxiliaries and the delay of Australasian troop transports were still considerable
hinderances to the war effort.30 It is within this larger picture of overall intentions that
German planning and activity receives its real significance.
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